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LEARNING TOGETHER RESPECTING EACH OTHER SUCCESS FOR ALL

This Week:

10-4-10

In order that your child has the best possible
change of gaining the expected standard in the
Key Stage 2 SATs tests after the holidays, we
are hoping that you will encourage them to do
some revision during the holiday break.
Your child has been given a folder called ‘10-410’. Inside the folder are some short reading,
During our afternoon sessions, we designed and writing, math and grammar which should take
made our own stained glass windows using
a maximum of ten minutes to complete.
inspiration from church windows and addition- In order to help you support them, we have
ally drew our own versions of ‘The Last Supper’ produced an answer book for each area. In this
by Di Vinci using perspective drawing. With
you will find the answers and in some cases,
Miss Moses, we also created our own
some hints so that you can mark each of the
sheets when your child has completed them.
This week we have had a well-deserved relaxed
week with a focus on RE, Art and DT. We re-told
the Easter story and created our own booklets.
We looked at the beliefs that Christians hold
about Easter and the various ways that it is celebrated.

Next Week:

After the Easter holiday, in English, we will be
moving onto writing information texts. We will
begin this by exploring different examples and
creating our toolkit for writing.

Stars Of The Week

In maths we will be looking at statistics. This
will involve us interpreting and constructing a
range of data presented in different graphs (e.g.
bar graphs, pie charts, pictograms etc.) and also
use the data to solve a range of problems.

Chelsie for always being so determined to do
her best in her learning. We have noticed such
an improvement in your work and we are super
proud of you!

Bobby for being an absolute legend during SATs
mock week. I was so impressed by your determination and attitude—you smashed it!

SATs Mock Week
We were incredibly proud of the effort and determination shown by all year sixes last week.
When comparing these results to the results of previous papers, we have been blown away by
the progress your children have made in all three areas.
We have now marked all of the papers and handed them back. Please spend some time over the
holidays going through these papers and discussing any challenges that your child may have had.
As always, please speak to us if you have any questions as to how you can support your child at
home.

